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Abstract
In probabilistic categorization, also known as multiple cue probability learning (MCPL), people
learn to predict a discrete outcome on the basis of imperfectly valid cues. In MCPL, normatively
irrelevant cues are usually ignored, which stands in apparent conflict with recent research in
deterministic categorization which has shown that people sometimes use irrelevant cues to gate
access to partial knowledge encapsulated in independent partitions. We report two experiments
that sought support for the existence of such knowledge partitioning in probabilistic
categorization. The results indicate that, as in other areas of concept acquisition such as function
learning and deterministic categorization, a significant proportion of participants partition their
knowledge on the basis of an irrelevant cue. We show by computational modeling that knowledge
partitioning cannot be accommodated by two exemplar models (GCM and RASHNL) whereas a
rule-based model (GRT) can capture partitioned performance. We conclude by pointing to the
necessity of a mixture-of-experts approach to capture performance in MCPL and identifying
reduction of complexity as a possible explanation for partitioning.
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Beyond Non-Utilization: Irrelevant Cues Can Gate Learning in
Probabilistic Categorization
In multiple cue probability learning (MCPL), people learn to predict a discrete outcome on
the basis of one or more cues of varying but imperfect validity. For example, a cue might be
associated with outcome A on 75% of all trials, whereas outcome B occurs on the remaining
25%. Probabilistic relationships of this type are common in a number of real-world decision
making tasks, ranging from psychological or medical diagnosis to predicting the weather;
accordingly, research into MCPL has frequently been considered a tractable arena for studying
real-world decisions (Estes, 1976; Kruschke & Johansen, 1999). Here we focus on situations in
which each response is immediately followed by corrective feedback, in which case MCPL
becomes indistinguishable from category learning with a probabilistic assignment of stimuli to
categories (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Kalish & Kruschke, 1997; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995;
Nosofsky & Stanton, 2005; Ratcliff, Van Zandt, & McKoon, 1999).
The fact that the mapping between responses (e.g., “A” or “B”) and feedback (e.g.,
“correct” or “wrong”) is probabilistic rather than deterministic implies that perfect performance is
unattainable. People therefore typically learn by “probability matching;” that is, they learn to
assign an outcome to each stimulus with a probability that matches its actual probability of
occurrence (Friedman & Massaro, 1998; Myers, 1976; Shanks, Tunney, & McCarthy, 2002;
Vulkan, 2000) or mimic probability matching by deterministically responding in the presence of
perceptual noise (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Ashby & Lee, 1991).1 In consequence, MCPL and
probabilistic categorization can be differentiated from conventional deterministic categorization
on a number of empirical and theoretical dimensions.
Concerning empirical differences, people find probabilistic tasks more difficult to learn
than their deterministic counterparts because identical cues are associated with opposing
outcomes and performance error cannot be eliminated (Juslin, Olsson, & Olsson, 2003; Mehta &
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Williams, 2002; Yamauchi & Markman, 2000; Young, Wasserman, Johnson, & Jones, 2000).
Likewise, the imperfect relationship between cues and outcomes impedes the transfer of learned
rules and associations in probabilistic tasks (Mehta & Williams, 2002). Finally, there is some
evidence that different processes underlie performance in probabilistic and deterministic
categorization (see e.g., Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004). Broadly speaking, in deterministic tasks
exemplar representations frequently capture performance better than a rule-based approach,
whereas the reverse is often true in probabilistic categorization (Juslin et al., 2003). However, this
distinction is far from clear, and a variety of factors have been nominated as candidate
explanations for the switch from one type of representation to another. Among those candidates
are the confusability of the stimuli (Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004), the quality of the feedback (Juslin
et al., 2003), and the shape of the optimal classification boundary (McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995).
At a theoretical level, existing approaches to MCPL differ from those in deterministic
settings in at least two ways. First, the inevitable persistence of error that arises from probabilistic
reinforcement requires modification to conventional learning mechanisms. For example, in the
RASHNL model (Rapid Attention Shift ‘N Learning; Kruschke & Johansen, 1999), error-driven
learning is gradually attenuated, thus ultimately leading to discounting of error and, by
implication, the stable utilization of imperfectly valid cues. Second, all existing theories of
probabilistic categorization have assumed homogeneous representations; that is, representations
that are invariant across different test situations and identical for all stimuli. In the case of
RASHNL, representations are homogeneous because all encountered stimuli are equally and
uniformly represented as exemplars. The same homogeneity applies to other exemplar models
that have been applied to probabilistic categorization (e.g., GCM; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995),
as well as to rule-based models (e.g., GRT; Ashby & Gott, 1988) which postulate that people
divide a dimension of relevant cues with a rule that applies to all stimuli equally.
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The homogeneity assumption underlying probabilistic theories is at odds with recent
developments in deterministic settings and is being critically re-evaluated in this article. To
foreshadow briefly, we next review some of the evidence for heterogeneous representations in
deterministic settings, with particular emphasis on the “knowledge partitioning” framework. We
then present two experiments that confirm the existence of knowledge partitioning in MCPL,
which constitutes a counter-intuitive outcome in light of previous related results. Next, we show
by computational modeling that partitioning cannot be accommodated by existing exemplar
models. Instead, the data and the modeling point towards the need for development of a mixtureof-experts model of MCPL.
In deterministic categorization, much recent evidence has pointed to the existence of
heterogeneous representations (Erickson & Kruschke, 1998, 2002; Jones, Maddox, & Love, 2006;
Lewandowsky, Roberts, & Yang, 2006; Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004; Yang & Lewandowsky,
2003, 2004). The common thread underlying all those findings is that different representations
(e.g., rules vs. exemplar memory) drive responding to different stimuli (e.g., Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998) or that the same stimulus elicits different sub-components of knowledge in
different circumstances (e.g., Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004). Here, we are concerned
primarily with the latter finding, known as knowledge partitioning.
The knowledge partitioning framework posits that knowledge, such as the representations
used in categorization, may be fractionated into independent “parcels” that are used selectively
and without reference to knowledge held in other parcels (Lewandowsky, Kalish, & Ngang, 2002;
Lewandowsky & Kirsner, 2000; Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003). In consequence, people may
provide contradictory answers to a normatively identical problem, depending on which
knowledge parcel they use to guide their answer. Knowledge partitioning has been shown to arise
with experts in domain-relevant tasks (Lewandowsky & Kirsner, 2000), with non-experts in
function learning (Kalish, Lewandowsky, & Kruschke, 2004; Lewandowsky et al., 2002), and
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with non-experts in deterministic categorization tasks involving numeric (Yang & Lewandowsky,
2003) as well as various perceptual stimuli (Lewandowsky et al., 2006; Yang & Lewandowsky,
2004).
To illustrate, consider the study by Yang and Lewandowsky (2003), in which people
learned to classify stimuli into one of two categories that were defined by two partial boundaries
(i.e., boundaries that did not extend through the entire category space because people were only
trained on a subset of items). The boundaries were at right angles to each other and each bisected
a unique segment in the two-dimensional space. During training, stimuli were accompanied by
one of two “context” labels that were consistently mapped to the partial boundaries without
however predicting category membership directly. Thus, context was a normatively irrelevant
categorization cue although it did predict which boundary could be used to classify a stimulus. At
transfer, people who partitioned their knowledge (about a third of all participants) were found to
rely exclusively on the boundary identified by context, even when classifying stimuli in a distant
part of the category space. Moreover, people’s performance within each context closely
resembled the transfer performance of people in two control conditions who had only learned one
of the partial boundaries. Thus, responding to an old stimulus in a new context was not influenced
by learning in the original context, suggesting that partitioning was complete and the various
parcels were independent of each other. Yang and Lewandowsky (2004) additionally showed that
an exemplar model (ALCOVE; Kruschke, 1992) was unable to account for the behavior of
participants who partitioned their knowledge. Their performance was instead captured by a
“mixture-of-experts” model that contained several independent rule modules (ATRIUM;
Erickson & Kruschke, 1998).
Overall, knowledge partitioning has been firmly established as an attribute of
deterministic category learning. It occurs equally with numeric stimuli (Yang & Lewandowsky,
2003) and with perceptual stimuli irrespective of whether they are perceptually integral or
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separable and irrespective of whether or not they are amenable to formulation of a simple verbal
rule (Lewandowsky et al., 2006). In all instances, the context cue that gated use of knowledge by
itself did not predict the outcome, P ( A | Context ) = P ( A) , and context also did not alter the
predictiveness of the remaining relevant cues; P(A|Context, Relevant Cues) = P(A | Relevant
Cues). Context was therefore not only irrelevant on its own but also did not constitute a
compound of a conventional set of configural cues (see Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003, for a
detailed analysis).
Notwithstanding the evidence for knowledge partitioning in deterministic categorization,
there are several reasons why one might not expect it to occur in MCPL or probabilistic
categorization. First, partitioning involves reliance on a normatively irrelevant cue; however,
irrelevant cues are typically ignored in MCPL (Edgell et al., 1996; Kruschke & Johansen, 1999).
Second, because there is evidence that learning in probabilistic environments gradually attenuates
(Busemeyer & Myung, 1988), early learning strategies are likely to perseverate throughout the
task. Early learning is known to rely on simple heuristics (e.g., one-dimensional rules; Nosofsky,
Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994) that are replaced by other, more extensive representations only later
in learning (Johansen & Palmeri, 2002). Given that knowledge partitioning relies on the
discovery of a correlation between context and other relevant cues, its emergence with
probabilistic cues may therefore be less likely. Finally, the emergence of knowledge partitioning
in probabilistic categorization appears particularly doubtful in light of related findings in causal
learning (Young et al., 2000). When people simultaneously learn a positive patterning task (i.e.,
in which a compound cue AB predicts a positive outcome, but the components A and B each
predict a negative outcome) and a negative patterning task (i.e., C and D each predict a positive
outcome, but the compound cue CD predicts a negative outcome), people tend to use an
“opposite” rule; that is, they learn that the compounds and their respective components have
contrasting outcomes (Shanks & Darby, 1998; Young et al., 2000). However, when an additional,
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irrelevant probabilistic cue is present, use of the opposite rule is disrupted and participants’
performance is more consistent with the use of exemplars (Young et al., 2000). The opposite rule
can be considered a rough analogue of knowledge partitioning (i.e., there are two associations
that are applied in a contrasting manner in two different situations, both of which involve the
same cues overall); hence, introducing probabilistic reinforcement in a categorization task might
be expected to discourage knowledge partitioning.
That said, other evidence is suggestive of the possible occurrence of knowledge
partitioning in MCPL. This evidence relies on the fact that people are sometimes sensitive to
normatively irrelevant information. For example, people will use a cue on the basis of the
strength of its pairing with an outcome, irrespective of the absolute frequency with which the two
outcomes occur. In consequence, people will reliably use a cue that is rendered normatively
irrelevant by the differing base-rates of two outcomes (Gluck & Bower, 1988; Kruschke, 1996).
To our knowledge, all recorded instances of irrelevant cue-use in MCPL to date have involved
neglect or misuse of base-rate information (Estes, 1976; Estes, Campbell, Hatsopoulos, &
Hurwitz, 1989; Gluck & Bower, 1988; Kruschke, 1996; Nosofsky, Kruschke, & McKinley, 1992;
Shanks, 1990, 1991). Nonetheless, those instances raise the possibility that people may also use a
non-predictive cue to partition their knowledge.
Should knowledge partitioning occur in probabilistic categorization, this would constitute a
theoretically important outcome for at least two reasons. First, it would be the first demonstration
that people sometimes “irrationally” use an irrelevant cue during MCPL when base-rates are
equal. The utilization of an irrelevant cue to gate access to different knowledge would present a
problem for attention shifting mechanisms used in exemplar models, such as GCM (McKinley &
Nosofsky, 1995) and RASHNL (Kruschke & Johansen, 1999) as these mechanisms are designed
to shift attention only to the most predictive dimensions. Second, and perhaps most important, the
finding would suggest a need for theories that rely on heterogeneous representations and
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acknowledge the simultaneous co-existence of several partial knowledge components. None of
the extant theories are likely to meet those requirements.
We now present two experiments that explored whether knowledge partitioning can occur
in MCPL. In all experiments, quasi-continuous cues predicted a discrete outcome that was
probabilistically reinforced. Cues were arrayed along an ordinal scale and were accompanied by a
context cue that by itself did not predict the outcome and also did not enter into any configurally
predictive combinations.
BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENTS
Experiment 1
The primary goal of Experiment 1 was to determine whether knowledge partitioning can
occur in an MCPL task. The experiment used one relevant quasi-continuous cue, instantiated as
the degree of shading of a colored disk, and one irrelevant binary context cue, the color of the
stimulus. People were trained to classify stimuli into one of two categories.
To facilitate knowledge partitioning, the probabilistic assignment of the target outcome to
the relevant cue increased from .20 to .80 as the shading of the stimulus increased in one context,
whereas in the other context the target probabilities decreased from .80 to .20 as shading
increased further (see Table 1). The overall probability of the target was thus identical between
contexts. The degree of shading, irrespective of color, was by itself entirely predictive of the
target probabilities, albeit non-linearly.
Following training, participants were presented with stimuli comprised of all
combinations of shading and color. If people partition their knowledge, they should associate
each context with a partial probability function and use each partial function to respond to all
stimuli presented in that context. It follows that knowledge partitioning would be manifest if
people generalized along the relevant partial function when presented with stimuli of the same
color outside the trained range. Conversely, if people do not partition their knowledge, their
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responses should be identical across contexts. To maximize diagnosticity and facilitate modeling,
two items outside the trained range of the continuous dimension were introduced at transfer (see
Table 1).
Method
Participants
Twenty University of Western Australia undergraduate psychology students received
partial course credit for participation.
Stimuli and Apparatus
Participants were trained individually on a Windows PC that presented stimuli and
recorded responses using a MATLAB program written using the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1991).
Each stimulus consisted of a single circle which varied in shading and color. Shadings
were created using Microsoft Words’ fill effects with gradients of 10%, 20%, 30%, 45%, 55%,
70%, 80%, and 90% (see Table 1). Stimuli were presented on a white background in either red or
green. For each participant, one color (“context” in Table 1) was randomly assigned to the
increasing partial probability function, with the other assigned to the decreasing segment. During
transfer, all levels of shading were shown in both colors, eight of which were new because they
involved a novel combination of context and shading. Additionally, the two extreme gradients (no
shading and full shading) were withheld during training and only shown at transfer, yielding 10
unique transfer items.
Design and Procedure
Training consisted of 8 blocks of trials, each involving five presentations of the 8 training
items in a different random order, for a total of 320 trials. On each training trial, a randomly
chosen stimulus was presented and participants had to assign one of two possible outcomes by
pressing the “F” or “J” key (assignment of keys to outcome was randomized across participants).
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Each stimulus was presented as an “alien cell” that was to be diagnosed as a “Fes-tins” or a “Jungins”, with those labels being randomly assigned to the abstract A/B outcomes. Each response
was followed by feedback (“CORRECT” or “WRONG”), generated randomly according to the
probabilities in Table 1, presented underneath the stimulus for at least 1 s, after which participants
pressed the spacebar to advance to the next trial. In addition, a percentage-correct was shown at
the end of each training block.
Transfer trials were identical to training trials except that feedback was withheld and a
750 ms blank interval followed each response.
Results
Training Performance
To identify people who were unable to learn the task, the RMSD (root mean squared
deviation) was computed between each participant’s proportion of target responses during the
final two training blocks and chance performance across all items. One participant whose RMSD
was below .15 (two standard deviations below the mean; this cutoff was also used in Experiment
2) was excluded from the analyses.
Training performance was assessed by computing a probability-matching (PM) score
which summarizes performance relative to the actual training probabilities for each participant:
PM ij = ( P ( A | j ) − Ri ( A | j ) ) × SI j ,

(1)

where P ( A | j ) is the training probability shown in Table 1 for item j, Ri ( A | j ) is participant i’s
proportion of category A responses for item j , and SI j is the signed indicator of item j (i.e.,
SI j = +1 if P ( A | j ) > .5 and SI j = –1 if P ( A | j ) < .5; see e.g., Friedman & Massaro, 1998).

Scores were averaged across all items to compute each participant’s PM score. A PM score of
zero indicates perfect probability matching, whereas a negative score indicates overshooting of
the training probabilities (with PM = –.25 indicating perfect maximizing) and a positive score
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indicates undershooting of the training probabilities (with PM = .25 indicating chance
performance and PM > .25 indicating a reversal of the training probabilities).
Table 2 shows that the average PM score tended towards zero (the separate groups
displayed in Table 2 differentiate between participants on the basis of transfer performance and
are explained below). Figure 1 provides visual confirmation that people learned to match the
probabilities of the target outcome.
Transfer Performance
Aggregate Analysis. As a first step, the success of the context manipulation was

examined by submitting the aggregate transfer data (converted to difference scores by subtracting
responses in one context from responses to the same shading value in the other context) to a
multi-level regression analysis with shading as the single predictor. A multi-level regression
permits analysis of all data without confounding between- and within-subject variability (e.g.,
Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Brown, 2005). This analysis identified shading
as a significant predictor of the differences between contexts, F (1, 12) = 12.28, p < .05,
indicating that people overall were sensitive to context and that context-sensitivity interacted with
shading. However, consistent with previous knowledge partitioning studies (see e.g., Yang &
Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004), inspection of the transfer data revealed clear individual differences
in the way people approached the task; hence, the remaining analyses focused on these individual
differences.
Cluster Analysis. Following relevant precedent (Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004), we

conducted a k-means cluster analysis on the individual profiles of transfer responses to identify
common strategies among sub-groups of participants. This analysis takes a set of starting points
for k centroids (k = 3 in this case) and iteratively computes a solution that maximizes the
between-cluster squared Euclidean distance while minimizing within-cluster distances. The
clusters identified by the analysis corresponded to context-insensitive performance (henceforth,
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CI, N = 7); knowledge partitioning (KP, N = 6); and chance or idiosyncratic responding (e.g., if
red, say A; otherwise, say B, N = 6). Participants in the latter cluster were not considered further.2
The transfer performance of the CI and KP groups is shown in Figure 2. People in the CI
group clearly ignored context and responded only on the basis of shading. By contrast, people in
the KP group responded very differently depending on the color of the stimuli.
To examine whether training performance might identify which transfer strategy people
were acquiring, independent-samples t-tests were performed between the two groups using
various indicators of training performance. Neither the mean RMSD during training, t (11) =

−0.73, p > .05, nor probability matching scores, t (11) = -0.17, p > .05, were found to differ (see
Table 2). As a final comparison, participants’ consistency of responding to the old training items
during transfer was assessed by correlating each participant’s aggregate responses during the final
two training blocks with their responses to the same items at transfer. Table 2 shows that the KP
group had a somewhat higher rate of consistency than the CI group, but this difference was not
significant, t (11) = −0.57, p > .05.
Transfer Strategies. Statistical exploration of the different strategies between groups

involved separate 2 (Context) × 10 (Shading) within-subjects ANOVA’s for each group. For the
CI group, the analysis only revealed a significant effect of Shading, F (9, 54) = 7.08, MSE = 0.18,
p < .01, ηp2 = .54. No other effects were significant, with the largest F (1, 6) = 2.35, for the main

effect of context. The main effect of shading reflects a higher proportion of A responses for items
4 to 7 than for the other items, and also the increased response proportion for item 1 compared to
item 2 (accompanied by a lesser upturn for item 10 compared to 9).
By contrast, the KP group modulated the use of shading on the basis of context. The
significant Context × Shading interaction, F (9, 45) = 29.55, MSE = 0.05, p < .01, ηp2 = .86, was
accompanied by a significant main effect of Shading, F (9, 45) = 2.58, MSE = 0.05, p < .05, ηp2 =
.34, and a non-significant effect of Context, F (1, 5) = 2.89, p > .05. The main effect of Shading
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was due to items 4 to 7 being categorized as A more frequently than the other items, whereas the
interaction captured the cross-over extrapolation (see Figure 2).
To confirm the difference in extrapolation between the CI and KP groups, we tested for a
linear trend in the difference scores between contexts. This analysis revealed a linear trend for the
KP group F (9, 50) = 23.80, MSE = 0.13, p < .01, ηp2 = .81, but not the CI group, F (9, 60) = 0.21,
p > .05.
Discussion

Experiment 1 sought to determine if people could be encouraged to partition their
knowledge in an MCPL task by providing a normatively irrelevant cue that identified two subsets
of cues whose relationships to the outcomes differed. Although a sub-group of participants
ignored context and only utilized the relevant shading dimension, as expected from prior MCPL
work on cue-utilization (see Kruschke & Johansen, 1999, for a review), clear evidence for
knowledge partitioning was present in another sub-group of participants who extrapolated quite
differently in each context. The proportion of people who partitioned their knowledge (roughly
one-third of participants who exceeded chance during training) was commensurate with previous
results (Lewandowsky et al., 2006; Yang & Lewandowsky, 2004). The current studies contrast
with prior work by revealing a clear distinction between the CI and KP group’s performance on
the novel extrapolation items. The CI group did not extrapolate responses to the novel items from
the relationship among trained items; instead, the novel items were categorized within the range
of probabilities on which the CI group had been trained. The KP group, by contrast, exhibited
systematic extrapolation outside of the training region.
The observed differences in strategy were not related to training performance and only
became apparent at transfer, which again replicates work in deterministic categorization (Yang &
Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004). Experiment 1 thus provided an existence-proof for knowledge
partitioning in MCPL, thereby extending the precedents set in deterministic categorization (e.g.,
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Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004) and function learning (Kalish et al., 2004; Lewandowsky et
al., 2002).
Additionally, Experiment 1 demonstrated that knowledge partitioning was characterized
by extrapolation outside the trained probability region. To ensure that the extrapolation observed
in the KP group was due to learning and not due to people’s a priori ‘theories’ regarding the
likely relationship between shading in each context and the probabilistic feedback, we asked
another 45 participants to assign to each transfer stimulus the likely probability of belonging to a
single category in the absence of any training. The overwhelming response of those 45
participants was to ignore context altogether and to assign increasing probabilities to increasing
shading values. A linear regression on all 45 participants’ responses revealed a positive weight
for shading (b = 4.35, p < .01) but not for context (b = -0.17, p > .05). Only two respondents
utilized both shading and context, and both created a response rule that linked color and shading
in a linear way. Interestingly, a small number of participants (N = 5) responded in a manner
visually consistent with the responses of the CI group (i.e., higher probabilities for the middle
shading values and smaller probabilities for the extreme values; a quadratic regression for these
individuals revealed significant regression weights for shading, b = 43.17, p < .01, and the
squared shading term, b = -3.70, p < .01). The fact that no participants partitioned the stimulus
space without prior training implies that partitioning arises as a part of the learning process and,
by implication, suggests further exploration of our results through computational modeling.
Before turning to the comparison of computational models, we first seek to replicate the findings
from Experiment 1 and enhance the knowledge partitioning effect by making the ordinal
relationship between the continuous dimension and the training probabilities more salient.
Experiment 2
In this experiment, we asked whether the nature of the relevant cue affects performance.
Any manipulation that makes the ordinal relationship between cues more salient and more readily
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discriminable might be expected to increase the prevalence of extrapolation and, by implication,
the likelihood that people partition their knowledge. In Experiment 2 we therefore varied the
numerosity of stimulus elements. Numerosity, given unlimited inspection time as in the current
experiments, can be expected to result in unambiguous identification of the ordinal value of the
stimulus. Hence, demonstration of knowledge partitioning with numerosity will provide
additional evidence of the generality of the results.
Another exploratory purpose of Experiment 2 was to seek potential predictors for
people’s choice of strategy. At this point, we cannot anticipate whether an individual will exhibit
knowledge partitioning or context-insensitive performance on the basis of training performance.
All summaries of training performance were similar between both groups in the first experiment.
An alternative possibility is that differences in strategies are precipitated by stable individual
traits. In deterministic category learning, it has been shown that working memory capacity is
related to knowledge partitioning, with partitioning being associated with lower working memory
span (Yang, Lewandowsky, & Jheng, 2006). Given the undisputed connection between working
memory capacity and general intelligence (Oberauer, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Süß, 2005), it may
likewise be the case that other variables related to general intelligence predict whether a person
partitions their knowledge in MCPL. We explored this possibility by administering a digit symbol
rotation task (Gignac & Vernon, 2003) that is known to correlate with general intelligence.
Method
Participants

Forty University of Western Australia undergraduate psychology students received
partial course credit or remuneration (A$10/hr) for participation.
Stimuli and Procedure

The stimuli and apparatus were identical to Experiment 1, with the exception that
shading of a single circle was replaced by the simultaneous display of a varying number of fully
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shaded circles (see Table 1). In all other respects, the procedure was the same as in Experiment 1
with one exception: following the MCPL training and transfer tasks, participants completed a
digit symbol rotation task.
The digit symbol rotation task is a pencil-and-paper test in which people must mentally
rotate and then reproduce arbitrary symbols that are mapped onto the digits 1 to 9. The test sheet
contains a key at the top with the 9 digits and their corresponding symbols. Underneath the key
are five rows of target digits, each printed above an empty response box. For each target digit,
participants identify the associated symbol in the key and reproduce it, rotated by 180°, in the
response box. Participants were not permitted to rotate the test paper, thus requiring mental
rotation of the symbols before reproduction. Participants were given 1.5 minutes to complete as
many symbols as possible. The number correct on the digit symbol rotation task has previously
been shown to load highly with a general intelligence factor (.63; Gignac & Vernon, 2003).
Results
Training Performance

Four participants were excluded from analysis on the basis of the RMSD cutoff. The
remaining participants again learned to match the target probabilities (see Figure 1). Consistency
scores across all participants were comparable to Experiment 1 (see Table 2).
Transfer Performance
Aggregate Analysis. The success of the context manipulation was again examined by a

multi-level regression using the difference scores between contexts as dependent measure and
stimulus numerosity as predictor. Across all participants, numerosity again emerged as a
significant predictor, F (1, 20) = 13.62, p < .05, indicating that the context manipulation was
successful overall. As in the previous experiment, large individual differences were again present
which were followed up by a cluster analysis.
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Cluster Analysis. Transfer performance of the groups identified by the k-means cluster

analysis is shown in Figure 3 (CI, N = 11; KP, N = 10; Chance, not considered further, N = 15).
Independent samples t-tests comparing the two groups of interest (KP vs. CI) on mean RMSD
during training, t (19) = 1.77, p > .05, probability matching scores, t (19) = 0.42, p > .05, and
consistency scores, t (19) = 0.43, p > .05, found no significant differences (see Table 2).
As in Experiment 1, the CI and KP groups were analyzed with two 2 (Context) × 10
(Numerosity) within-subjects ANOVA’s. The significant Context × Numerosity, F (9, 81) = 6.69,
MSE = .11, p < .01, ηp2 = .43, interaction in the KP group and the significant main effect of

Numerosity, F (9, 90) = 8.20, MSE = .22, p < .01, ηp2 = .45, in the CI group confirmed that
Experiment 2 successfully replicated the preceding study. As in Experiment 1, the CI group
exhibited an upturn in response proportions for the extrapolation items 1 and 10.
In the KP group, items in context 1 received on average a higher proportion of A
responses than items in context 2 resulting in a significant main effect of context, F (1, 9) = 5.58,
MSE = .11, p < .05, ηp2 = .38. The largest of the remaining non-significant effects was the main

effect of Numerosity in the KP group, F (9, 81) = 1.62, p > .05. As in Experiment 1, a comparison
of the difference scores between contexts revealed a linear trend for the KP group, F (1, 90) =
53.69, MSE = .22, p < .01, ηp2 = .37, but not the CI group, F (1, 100) = 0.52, p > .05.

Digit Symbol Rotation
The rotation scores were first aggregated across participants, yielding a mean total
number correct (M = 25.16, SD = 9.33) comparable to prior research (Gignac & Vernon, 2003).
One participant performed more than two standard deviations above the mean; this participant
was excluded from the correlational analysis. Point-biserial correlations were then computed
between a participant’s group membership (CI = 0, KP = 1) and that person’s number of correct
responses. Group membership was significantly and negatively correlated with the number
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correct (r = -.56, p < .01), indicating that the KP group (M = 19.73, SD = 7.43) had lower digit
rotation scores than the CI group (M = 30.00, SD = 8.38).
Discussion

Using numerosity to represent the relevant cue did not affect the relative proportions of
CI and KP participants. Experiment 2 thus largely confirmed the findings of the first study.
The discovery that knowledge partitioning was correlated with performance on a task that
is known to be related to general intelligence adds support to the emerging finding that stable
individual traits, such as intelligence or working memory capacity (Yang et al., 2006), are linked
to the use of partitioning strategies. A corollary of this relationship is that knowledge partitioning
should not be found in tasks which are exceedingly simple; this has indeed been shown to be the
case in function learning (Lewandowsky et al., 2002) and categorization (Lewandowsky et al.,
2006). We return to these ideas in the general discussion.
We now seek to pinpoint the underlying representations. If the CI and KP groups are
using different strategies and employ different underlying representations, then these differences
should be identifiable through comparison of different computational models. Conversely, if the
CI and KP groups can be adequately explained by a single common model, then the analysis
should reveal the psychological mechanism responsible for their divergent transfer performance.
COMPUTATIONAL MODELING
We applied two exemplar models and a family of rule-based models to the data from both
experiments. The exemplar models were the Generalized Context Model (GCM; e.g., McKinley
& Nosofsky, 1995; Nosofsky, 1986; Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004) and
RASHNL, which was designed specifically to handle probabilistic categorization and MCPL
(Kruschke & Johansen, 1999). The rule-based models were implemented within General
Recognition Theory (GRT; e.g., Ashby & Lee, 1991; Ashby & Maddox, 1993), which has
successfully captured performance in probabilistic categorization (e.g., Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004).
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We first optimized parameters with respect to the training data and obtained transfer
predictions from each model. These predictions reveal the model’s inherent properties based on
the limited set of stimuli shown during training. We then additionally fit each model to the
transfer data of the CI and KP groups separately. These fits ascertain whether a given model can
handle the two transfer patterns by fine-tuning of parameters. To foreshadow our conclusions
briefly, the GCM was found to provide the best fit for the CI group, and a variant of the GRT in
which knowledge was explicitly partitioned provided the best account of the KP group.
GCM

The GCM postulates that people remember all previously seen items and base their
judgments on similarity comparisons between the test item and all stored exemplars. This
similarity comparison takes the form of:
sij = exp( −c ⋅ d ij ) ,

(2)

where dij is the distance, in psychological space, between items i and j, and the specificity
parameter, c, determines the steepness of the exponential similarity gradient (Nosofsky, 1986).
The GCM captures a wide range of data by differentially allocating attention to different stimulus
dimensions in the distance equation:
P
r r

d ij =  ∑ wk ⋅ xik − x jk  ,
 k


(3)

where xik, is the value of dimension k for the test item i and xjk, is the value of dimension k for the
stored exemplar j, wk is the attention weighting for dimension k, r indicates the distance metric (r
= 1 is a city-block distance that is primarily used for stimuli with separable dimension and r = 2 is
a Euclidian distance metric used for integral stimuli, Nosofsky, 1986), and P determines the form
of the generalization gradient (P = 1, exponential or P = 2, Gaussian; Shepard, 1987). For all
simulations, r and P were set equal to 1. Additionally, only the attention weight to context, wk,
was estimated; attention to the relevant (shading or numerosity) dimension was 1 - wk.
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Similarities are converted to response probabilities by applying Luce’s choice rule (Luce,
1963):
γ



 ∑ M jA ⋅ sij 
 j∈ A

,
P( A | i) =
γ
γ

 

 ∑ M jA ⋅ sij  +  ∑ M jB ⋅ sij 
 j∈ A
  j∈B


(4)

where MjA is the relative frequency with which a stored exemplar j is experienced together with
the target outcome A, and MjB is its frequency of occurrence with the other outcome (Cohen,
Nosofsky, & Zaki, 2001). The relative frequency, M, was set equal to the frequency of
presentation, such that MjA corresponded to the array {8, 16, 24, 32} for items 2 through 5, and
the reverse for items 6 through 9 (with the complement forming the arrays for MjB). The response
scaling parameter, γ , allows responding to vary between probability matching when γ ≅ 1 and
maximizing when γ >> 1 (Ashby & Maddox, 1993; Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000).
RASHNL
RASHNL (Kruschke & Johansen, 1999) was developed specifically for probabilistic
categorization and was derived from the ALCOVE architecture (Kruschke, 1992), which
instantiated the GCM within a connectionist network. RASHNL adds a rapid attention-shift
mechanism and attenuation of learning rates onto the ALCOVE architecture. The rapid attentionshift captures the idea that when people have learned something about a task, and then make an
error with a new stimulus, they rapidly (but fleetingly) shift attention to the novel aspects of that
stimulus. The attenuation of learning rates captures the fact that because error necessarily persists
during probabilistic categorization, people must eventually discount it for learning to stabilize.
In RASHNL each stimulus dimension has one real-valued input unit, and there is one
exemplar node for each stimulus and one output node for each category. The weights between
input and exemplar nodes are fixed, and represent the location of the exemplar in a psychological
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space, the shape of which is determined by parameters representing the relative salience of each
dimension. The weights between exemplar and category nodes are modified by an error-driven
connectionist learning rule. Although the input-to-exemplar weights are fixed, each input
dimension has an attention strength that is rapidly shifted during each trial.
Each exemplar node is activated to an extent determined by the combined effects of
attention, salience, and the distance of the stimulus from that exemplar node. The attention given
to a dimension i, αi, is determined by a set of underlying gains, ϑ (the use of gains enables
normalization of attention and computation of the derivative of attention with respect to error):

αi =

exp (ϑi )

.

1



 exp (ϑ )Γ 
i
 ∑

in
 i


(5)

Γ

.

The summation is over all dimensions and Γ is an attention-normalization constant.
When Γ is set to unity, any increase in attention to one dimension requires an equal decrease in
attention to all other dimensions. When Γ is greater than one, any increase in attention results in
a smaller decrease in attention to the other dimension. The reverse is true when Γ is smaller than
one; any increase in attention to one dimension results in a greater decrease in attention to the
other dimensions. The gains shift rapidly following feedback, so as to reduce error, as determined
by a shift rate parameter ( Λ ) . Following the shift, any remaining error is used to drive both
associative learning in the weights connecting exemplars to categories (see below) and to make
long-term adjustments in dimensional attention. Thus, the model first shifts attention, and then
learns about the shifted stimulus and learns a little of the shift itself.
The activation function for an exemplar in RASHNL is identical to the GCM’s distance
function with P and r set to 1 (see Equation 3) but includes an additional parameter representing
the salience of each input dimension. The influence of the salience of dimension i ( ε i) is identical
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to that of attention, but is unchanging as it reflects a static relationship between the dimension and
the perceiver. Salience and attention determine activation of each exemplar unit j as follows:





a exj = exp  −c ∑ α i ε i ψ ji − aiin  ,




in
i




(6)

where c is the overall width of the receptive field of that exemplar unit (also known as the
in

specificity), ai is the value of the stimulus on dimension i and ψji is the location of the exemplar
j on dimension i. The dimensional salience is fixed throughout an experiment, whereas the
attention strengths vary both within each trial as the gains are shifted, and over the course of the
experiment, as the gains are learned.
The model is governed by six basic parameters; a learning rate for the associative weights
(λA), a learning rate for the attention gains (λG), a shift parameter for the attention strengths (Λ),
the attention normalization constant ( Γ ), a specificity parameter that determines the extent of
generalization between exemplar representations (c), and the dimensional saliences ( ε ). In the
present simulations, the salience of context was fixed (εctxt = 1.0) but the relative salience of the
(quasi-) continuous cues (shading or numerosity), εd, was estimated from the data. Details about
the learning mechanisms can be found in Kruschke and Johansen (1999).
RASHNL additionally assumes that in response to the inevitable persistence of error in
MCPL, people slowly come to discount their mistakes and cease to learn—that is, they no longer
shift attention strengths or modify associative weights and attention gains despite encountering
error. This discounting is modelled by a decay of the learning and shift parameters as follows:
r (t ) = 1/(1 + ρ ⋅ t ) ,
where r is the current readiness of the network to learn, t the trial number, and ρ the decay
parameter. All learning and shift rates are multiplied by r on each trial.

(7)
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As with other exemplar models, RASHNL’s category nodes produce real outputs that
must be mapped onto response probabilities. Following precedent (Kruschke, 1992), this mapping
uses an exponentiated form of Luce’s choice rule, which introduces an eighth parameter,φ, that
scales activations into response probabilities. The activity of each category node k is given by:
akcat = ∑ wkjcat a exj ,

(8)

ex
j

cat

where the wkj are the learned weights connecting exemplar unit j to category node k. The
mapping to the probability that category A is chosen from k options is given by:

P ( A) =

(

exp φ a Acat

)

∑ exp (φ a )
cat
k

cat
k

(9)

.

GRT
GRT is a multivariate extension of signal-detection theory that relies on the idea of
variable stimulus perception (Ashby & Townsend, 1986). The degree of perceptual overlap
between stimuli affects whether or not a stimulus is identified correctly. For example, in one of
our experiments, item 2 might on some trials be perceived as item 1 and on other trials as item 3.
To model categorization, GRT assumes that participants set a boundary between the category
centroids and respond according to which side of the boundary a stimulus is perceived to fall
(Ashby, Ell, & Waldron, 2003; Ashby & Gott, 1988; Ashby & Maddox, 1993). Hence, the GRT
explains probability matching by assuming that items close to the category boundary will be
perceived as items of the opposing category more often than items far from the boundary.
GRT differs from GCM and RASHNL in at least two respects: First, GRT is not a single
well-specified model but is best understood as a family of possible instantiations within a
common architecture, each characterized by unique assumptions about the shape of the category
boundary (e.g., Nosofsky, 1998). For example, in the present case, the two-dimensional (Context
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× Shading) category space could be divided by either one or by several linear boundaries, each
described by a set of parameters that are estimated on the basis of people’s categorization
responses.3 Second, unlike the learning mechanism in RASHNL, the process by which people
place the boundary in GRT remains unspecified (e.g., Nosofsky, 1998). In consequence, there is
no consensus whether the boundaries are best estimated on the basis of performance on training
items alone (e.g., McKinley & Nosofsky, 1996, Experiment 1) or by considering novel transfer
items as well (e.g., Maddox & Ashby, 1993; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1996, Experiment 2). This
issue is particularly relevant in the present case, in which there are more novel transfer items than
training stimuli and in which the training stimuli cover only a small segment of the category
space.
We implemented two variants of the GRT. The first model, called GRT-integrated,
divided the two-dimensional space with two linear boundaries. The second model was an
explicitly partitioned model, called GRT-partitioned, which replaced the two-dimensional space
by two one-dimensional “slices,” each associated with one of the contexts and each characterized
by a single dimension representing shading. A separate boundary was estimated for each onedimensional slice. Graphical representations of the boundaries are shown later, together with the
transfer data, when the results are presented.
For each model, the locations of the boundaries were estimated as free parameters. Each
boundary required one or two parameters, respectively, for the GRT-partitioned and GRTintegrated. The perceived shading (or numerosity in Experiment 2) of each item, i, was assumed
to be normally distributed with a mean, µi , and variance, σ i2 . Integrating over the density of this
distribution in the appropriate region yields the predicted response probabilities (for details, see
Ashby & Lee, 1991; Ashby & Maddox, 1993).
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Parameter Estimation
For efficiency of presentation, the models were fit to the combined data of Experiments 1
and 2 by maximizing the log likelihood:
ln L= − n / 2 × ln( SSD / n) ,

(10)

where n refers to the number of means being fitted, and SSD refers to the sum of squared
deviations between those means and the predictions. As the data have been averaged first across
item repetitions and then across subjects, the to-be-fitted means were assumed to be normally
distributed; hence, we adopted a Gaussian probability model. Parameters were optimized using
SIMPLEX.
All model comparisons were based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike,
1974; see also Burnham & Anderson, 2002). The AIC corrects the log likelihood for the degrees
of freedom of the model, as reflected in the number of free parameters that must be estimated.
Formally, the AIC (corrected for small samples; e.g., Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004) is given by:
AICc = −2 ln L + 2 K +

2 K ( K + 1)
( n − K − 1)

,

(11)

where K is the number of free parameters involved in maximizing ln L. The AIC thus trades off
goodness-of-fit (ln L) against lack of parsimony (K) with an added correction recommended for
cases where the ratio of data points to parameters (n/K) is less than 40.
Fit to Training Data
We first fit the models to the training data during the last two blocks (i.e., the average of
the two curves shown in Figure 1). As RASHNL models trial-by-trial learning, thus making
varied predictions depending on the particular sequence of training items, predictions from
RASHNL were generated by averaging the performance of 25 simulated participants, each with a
different random training order and different random probabilistic sampling of reinforcement.
The GCM and GRT do not model learning and hence their fits were based on a single prediction.
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The stimulus inputs for each of the models were the ordinal stimulus values (i.e., 1, 2, …,
10) shown in Table 1. Preliminary modeling indicated that replacing those values with a
multidimensional scaling solution (for GCM and RASHNL; based on similarity judgments for a
monochrome version of the shading dimension used in Experiment 1) or a confusion matrix (for
GRT) did not substantially improve the model fits and did not affect the conclusions; hence, we
only report fits based on the untransformed input values.
Table 3 summarizes the fits of the models using AICc and Akaike Weights (wiAIC). The
latter facilitate model comparison because they can be interpreted as the conditional probability
that a given model i is the best model of the set being compared (Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004).4
Table 3 additionally shows the RMSD associated with each fit, which is directly interpretable as
the deviation between predictions and data. All models provide a reasonable approximation of the
training data, although the wiAIC favors the GRT-integrated over all other models. In order to
maximize the diagnosticity of the modeling, goodness-of-fit was assessed not only with respect to
the observed response probabilities but also with respect to a smoothed data set created by
computing a moving average with a window size of three stimuli across all non-extrapolation
items. For the smoothed data set, the model predictions were also smoothed prior to calculating
the fit.
The associated transfer predictions of the models are shown in Figure 4, with the
estimated parameter values in the caption and goodness-of-fit statistics shown in Table 3. Recall
that those predictions were based on parameter values that were optimized with respect to the
training data only. Not surprisingly, the GRT-partitioned predicted the context-specific
extrapolation observed in the KP group. The remaining models all predicted context-insensitive
transfer performance, although only the two exemplar models either captured (RASHNL) or
approximated (GCM) the upturn observed for novel items (i.e,. items 1 and 10).
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The statistical summary in Table 3 confirms that the GCM best captured CI performance
whereas the GRT-partitioned was the only model to capture KP performance. All other models
performed at chance or worse for the KP data.
We conclude that none of the models, except the one designed to partition knowledge,
spontaneously produce KP performance. We next examine whether the models can be coaxed
into exhibiting KP behavior by fitting them to the transfer data of both groups separately.
Fit to CI and KP Transfer Data
GCM
The predictions of the GCM when fit to the transfer data of both groups separately are
shown in Figure 5 (parameter values of each model are shown in the relevant figure caption).
Table 4 summarizes the fit statistics for all models.
It is clear from the table that GCM provides by far the best fit of all models to the CI
transfer. Nonetheless, Panel A in Figure 5 shows that although GCM approximates the upturn
seen in the data for novel items, it fails to capture its full extent. The GCM cannot generate a
large upturn because its generalization to new items is dominated by the nearest trained neighbor,
thus preventing it from deviating much from the nearest trained probability.5
Panel B in Figure 5 shows that when fit to the KP transfer data, GCM can find parameter
values that permit it to exhibit a form of partitioning. However, this apparent success is marred by
several problems. First, because all GCM can do is to focus attention exclusively on context (with
wk ≅ 1), it again predicts nearest-neighbor generalization (albeit in a context-specific manner)
rather than the extrapolation observed in the data.6 Second, the fact that KP performance is
modeled by removing (virtually) all attention from the one dimension that is diagnostic during
training, and by shifting it onto the one that is irrelevant, reduces the plausibility of the model’s
account. In support, Panels C and D in the figure show the best-fitting estimates of the three
parameters across 500 different replications with different random starting values (but
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convergence to a common maximum likelihood). Panel C shows that for the CI group, there is
uniform convergence on a single best estimate for c and γ with some moderate variation in the
final estimate for the attention devoted to context. Panel D, by contrast, shows that for the KP
group, attention is consistently (and exclusively) shifted onto context. This implausible removal
of attention from the sole diagnostic dimension is, moreover, accompanied by large and highly
variable estimates for c and γ. The large values of γ imply that all test items elicit nearly identical
cumulative similarities (based only on items within the same context as per the large c) that are
then boosted to match the appropriate probabilities by the large response scaling parameter.
RASHNL
The predictions of RASHNL are shown in Figure 6. Although the model describes the
data well overall, its fit statistics are penalized by the large number of free parameters. In
addition, like the GCM, the model shows little evidence of context-specific extrapolation for the
KP group; instead, RASHNL’s generalization gradients are quite flat and resemble those of the
GCM. The fits to the CI group resemble the predictions obtained earlier when fitting the training
data. RASHNL again captured the upturn for the novel items.
It is informative to analyze the model’s behavior further. Recall that RASHNL’s
predictions were based on the average across 25 simulated subjects, each involving a different
randomization of training stimuli. Panels C and D in the figure show the predictions for each of
those simulated subjects for the CI and KP group, respectively. It is immediately clear that the CI
group is simulated very consistently, as each of the individual graphs in Panel C resembles the
aggregate predictions in Panel A. The picture is very different for the KP group: Although the
aggregate predictions in Panel B mirror the data, this is rarely the case at the level of individual
simulated participants (Panel D; each training sequence here was identical to the corresponding
sequence in Panel C). With the set of parameters necessary to model knowledge partitioning,
RASHNL becomes unduly sensitive to trivial random differences between training sequences.
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A possible explanation for this sensitivity is that RASHNL’s learning mechanisms are
based on those in ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), which has been shown to be extremely sensitive to
tiny changes in reinforcement during probabilistic category learning (Lewandowsky, 1995).
Lewandowsky showed that a single change in a long sequence of probabilistic stimuli
substantially altered the predictions of ALCOVE, and RASHNL may be experiencing similar
difficulty here (in particular because the final parameter estimates precluded attenuation of
learning). In addition, as in the GCM, the response scaling parameter, φ , was very large and the
attention shift rate and learning rates were all approaching zero. These values suggest that little
learning takes place and that the model’s predictions were based on amplification (by the scaling
parameter) of slight differences between exemplars.
GRT
For this final fit, the CI group was modeled by the GRT-integrated whereas the KP group
was modeled by the GRT-partitioned. The results are shown in Figure 7, together with each
model’s underlying representation of the category space and the boundary placements (Panels C
and D). It is clear from the figure and Table 4 that the GRT-integrated handled the CI data well,
although its account fell short of those provided by the exemplar models. This shortcoming
largely reflected the failure of the GRT to predict an upturn for the novel items. Likewise, the
GRT-partitioned provided a very good account of performance in the KP group.
Panels C and D show that the boundaries are placed in a manner consistent with the
information available during training. In confirmation, these boundaries resemble those created
during the earlier fit to the training data (compare parameter estimates in the captions of Figure 4
and Figure 7). It is informative that the account of the KP group required the complete
encapsulation of partial boundaries within two separate “parcels” of knowledge, without any
cross-talk or sharing of information between parcels. This confirms the unique heterogeneity of
representations that is required to accommodate KP performance. That said, notwithstanding the
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diagnostic value of the account by the GRT-partitioned, the model does not specify the processes
by which people create those partitions.
Conclusions from Modeling
(1) All models bar the GRT-partitioned responded in a context-insensitive manner when
fit to the training data. None of those models “spontaneously” partitioned their knowledge when
trained in the same manner as our participants.
(2) When applied to the KP transfer data, both exemplar models captured some aspects of
people’s performance and produced a form of knowledge partitioning, though not of the type
observed in the data. Neither the GCM nor RASHNL could predict the linear extrapolation
outside the trained range that was observed for the knowledge partitioning group.7 Moreover,
further analysis of the models’ behavior uncovered extraneous reasons (e.g., problematic
parameter values and extreme sensitivity to stimulus sequences) to reject their account of
knowledge partitioning. The fact that neither the GCM nor RASHNL provided a satisfactory
account of the KP data suggests that it is the exemplar architecture, rather than model-specific
assumptions, that prevent an account of partitioning.
By contrast, an instantiation of the GRT based on partitioned knowledge provided an
excellent account of KP performance. The GRT-partitioned placed boundaries in a manner
consistent with the information available during training and it confirms the need to assume
multiple independent knowledge components to accommodate KP performance, without however
specifying how those partitions come about.
(3) The GCM and RASHNL successfully accounted for CI performance, although the
former was preferred on the basis of its parsimony. Both models to varying extents exhibited the
upturn for novel items, which we therefore consider to be a signature of exemplar representations.
The GRT-integrated also provided a plausible account of the CI group, although it failed to
accommodate the upturn associated with novel items. Taken together, the behavior of those three
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models strongly implies that the CI group relied on exemplar representations, irrespective of how
exactly those representations are instantiated in a model.
(4) Perhaps most important, the modeling implies that homogeneous representations, as
embodied in an all-exemplar model such as RASHNL or in an integrated variant of the rule-based
GRT, are insufficient on their own to account for performance in MCPL. Instead, under identical
circumstances, performance may rely either on exemplar representations or on multiple
independent partial rules. Below we sketch a direction for future theorizing that conforms to these
constraints.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Concerns and Limitations
Before we discuss the implications of our findings, we take up some concerns and
limitations. Two related concerns may be voiced about our results. First, one might question the
use of a cluster analysis to identify sub-groups of participants and, second, one might be
concerned about the exclusion of people from the analysis on that basis. Our response is twofold.
First, we note that the aggregate multi-level regression identified a significant effect of the
context manipulation in both experiments, thus allaying concerns that the distinct subgroups
might have emerged post-hoc, merely by dividing an otherwise noisy data set in convenient ways.
Second, we remind the reader that an analysis based on a forced assignment of all participants to
either the CI or KP group did not change any of the conclusions. We furthermore note that the
analysis of distinct subgroups of participants has ample precedent (Juslin et al, 2003; Lee &
Webb, 2005; Lewandowsky et al., in press; Navarro, 2007; Navarro, Griffiths, Steyvers, & Lee,
2006; Nosofksy, Clark, & Shin, 1989; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1998; Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004; Yang
& Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004).
A second concern might be that we were not able to differentiate the two groups by
consideration of their training performance. However, we were able to predict whether an
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individual will exhibit knowledge partitioning or will ignore context on the basis of performance
on a task that is known to be related to general intelligence. The finding that people of higher
ability are less likely to partition their knowledge is consonant with recent research in
deterministic categorization (Yang et al., 2006). Yang et al. found that people with low working
memory span were more likely to partition their knowledge in a deterministic categorization task
than people with a high working memory span. Although these results are beginning to converge
on the conclusion that partitioning is a response to excess complexity, the precise processes
underlying this relationship presently remain unknown. This conclusion is also consistent with a
recent analysis of concept complexity that distinguishes between when people can and cannot use
rules or exemplar representations (Feldman, 2006); we return to this idea below.
Theoretical Implications
Status of Knowledge Partitioning
The finding that people can partition their knowledge in a probabilistic categorization
task adds to a growing body of research pointing to the ubiquity of partitioning in concept
learning (Kalish et al., 2004; Lewandowsky et al., 2002; Lewandowsky & Kirsner, 2000;
Lewandowsky et al., 2006; Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004, 2005). The proportion of people
who partitioned their knowledge in the present studies (29% overall, and nearly 50% of those
who fell into one of the two groups of interest) was commensurate with the proportion observed
in deterministic categorization (Lewandowsky et al., 2006; Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004).
Lewandowsky et al. (2006) showed that in deterministic categorization, partitioning
transcended the putative distinction between separate cognitive systems advocated by Ashby and
colleagues (e.g., Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998), one of which is dedicated to
use of verbalizable rules. Unlike several previous dissociations depending on whether or not
category rules were verbalizable (e.g., Ashby, Ell & Waldron, 2003; Ashby & Waldron, 1999;
Maddox & Ashby, 2004; Maddox, Bohil & Ing, 2004), Lewandowsky et al. (2006) showed that
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this distinction did not eliminate knowledge partitioning. The present data show that knowledge
partitioning similarly transcends a distinction—between deterministic and probabilistic
categorization—that in many other instances has proved sufficiently powerful to provoke
qualitative changes in generalization behavior (e.g., Mehta & Williams, 2002). Moreover, the
existence of partitioning in MCPL is particularly intriguing because as noted at the outset,
previous research had rendered its occurrence with probabilistic reinforcement rather unlikely.
The use of probabilistic categorization also permitted examination of knowledge
partitioning when the task involved a single dimension of relevant cues and a very small number
of training stimuli. In all previous examinations of partitioning, the partial rules involved twodimensional boundaries (e.g., Yang & Lewandowsky, 2003) and the training ensemble was
considerably larger. That knowledge partitioning persists in the current experiments with a single
relevant cue and with few training instances attests to the fact that MCPL is in many ways quite
different from deterministic categorization and function learning. We consider the implications
associated with the small number of stimuli later.
Yang and Lewandowsky (2004) identified the importance of the mixture-of-experts
approach in modeling knowledge partitioning but did not specify the forms of the specific
modules that would be needed. In particular, Yang and Lewandowsky left open the possibility
that a partitioned exemplar model (i.e., multiple independent modules of exemplars) might also
be able to capture knowledge partitioning. The current data speak against this idea because an
exemplar model, even if partitioned, could not show the linear extrapolation that was here
associated with knowledge partitioning. Hence, the current results, which show that knowledge
partitioning was only linked to rule-based representations and not to exemplar representations,
provide a clear constraint for future mixture-of-experts modeling, a point considered further
below.
Relationship to Probability Learning
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The context cue in our experiments was normatively irrelevant by two strong criteria: It
predicted nothing by itself and its presence did not alter the predictiveness of another cue (which
is the hallmark of configural compounds; i.e., when two individually irrelevant cues are jointly
predictive. Configural information is known to be used in MCPL; see Edgell, 1995).
Notwithstanding its normative irrelevance, context was a primary determinant of performance for
a significant proportion of participants. We argue that this reliance on an irrelevant cue differs
considerably from previous demonstrations of “irrational” cue use in MCPL.
Gluck and Bower (1988; see also Cobos, López, Rando, Fernández & Almaraz, 1993;
Estes, Campbell, Hatsopoulos & Hurwitz, 1989; Myers, Lohmeier, & Well, 1994; Nosofsky,
Kruschke, & McKinley, 1992; Shanks, 1990) presented participants with a long sequence of
classification trials on which two outcomes (call those R and F) had to be predicted on the basis
of a number of cues. One of the cues (call that C) was present more often with outcome R than
with outcome F; hence, P(C|R) > P(C|F). However, because one outcome (R) was rare relative to
the other, more frequent one (F), the cue C was normatively irrelevant to deciding which outcome
was present; hence, P(F|C) = P(R|C). Nonetheless, on a final classification test, people preferred
outcome R when presented with C on its own, a phenomenon aptly labeled “base-rate neglect.”
This “irrational” over-reliance on an irrelevant cue differs considerably from the present situation,
in which not only P(F|C) = P(R|C), but also P(C|F) = P(C|R); where R and F denote the two
equally frequent categories. Another difference between our studies and previous work on baserate neglect is that in the latter case, people were shown to rely on the irrelevant when it was
presented in isolation at test. In the present experiments, by contrast, people used context when it
co-occurred with another relevant cue at test.
In a further exploration of irrelevant-cue use, Kruschke (1996, Experiment 4) showed that
when a cue was strongly and equally associated with two outcomes, presentation of the cue on its
own would elicit the more common outcome. That is, although P(C|F) = P(C|R), people chose
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outcome F in response to C more frequently than normatively mandated, thus exhibiting an
exaggerated reliance on base rates that complements the base-rate neglect observed by Gluck and
others.
RASHNL was able to accommodate the results of both Gluck and Bower (1988) and of
Kruschke (1996), suggesting that reliance on an irrelevant cue can be predicted by the associative
learning and attention-shift mechanisms embodied in the theory. Our results, by contrast, show
that those mechanisms are insufficient to account for the “irrational” use of an irrelevant cue in
knowledge partitioning.
Exemplars vs. Rules
The issue of when people rely on exemplar-based processing and when they use rules or
other abstractions has been an important subject of debate (e.g., Erickson & Kruschke, 1998,
2002; Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004). In previous examinations of
probabilistic categorization, exemplar representations have been shown to underlie behavior
when the stimuli were few and distinct, whereas any manipulation that rendered stimuli more
confusable engendered more rule-based responding (Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004). Our studies, by
contrast, demonstrated that people use both types of representations, and to a roughly equal
extent, irrespective of the stimuli’s distinctiveness (i.e., shading vs. numerosity).
It is noteworthy that we observed clear evidence for partitioning—and hence rule use—in
Experiment 2, whose training stimuli were maximally discriminable. By contrast, in Rouder and
Ratcliff’s (2004) Experiment 3, which also involved highly discriminable stimuli, most
participants relied on an exemplar representation. It follows that stimulus discriminability is not
the sole determinant of rule use in probabilistic categorization; people use rules even if they
require the detection of a subtle relationship between an otherwise irrelevant cue and the
relationship among cues along a relevant dimension. Furthermore, rule use in knowledge
partitioning did not take the form of a unitary rule representation or a rule-plus-exception
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representation, but instead was characterized by multiple partial rules whose access was gated by
an irrelevant cue. Previous work in artificial grammar learning has demonstrated that people can
selectively access different types of knowledge when instructed to do so (see e.g., Brooks, 1978;
Dienes, Altmann, Kwan, & Goode, 1995), but in the current tasks, the utilization of the irrelevant
context cue to gate rule use emerged without a) explicit pointers to different rules or b)
knowledge that there were multiple ways to approach the task.
Why, then, do people partition their knowledge and rely on partial rules? Furthermore,
why is partitioning related to intelligence and working memory? Why are people more likely to
partition—and hence use rules—if their ability is lower or, equivalently, if the task is complex
rather than trivially simple? It is intriguing that previous discussions of the factors underlying rule
use have taken opposing views: On the one hand, Rouder and Ratcliff (2004) associated rule use
with complexity (i.e., tasks involving many stimuli or stimuli that are difficult to discriminate).
On the other hand, Erickson and Kruschke (2002) argued that simple category structures (i.e.,
those that can be divided by a linear boundary) invite rule use whereas complex representations
are more likely to rely on exemplars. Those opposing suggestions can be reconciled by
considering some of the differences between the relevant studies.
There is theoretical (e.g., Feldman, 2006; RULEX; Nosofsky et al., 1994; SUSTAIN,
Love et al., 2004) and empirical (e.g., Johansen & Palmeri, 2002) support for the idea that people
first seek simple rules to perform a task and then augment them, during further training, by an
exemplar representation as needed. This notion has two implications in the present context. First,
given that people in the studies by Rouder and Ratcliff (2004) were trained extensively (i.e., for a
minimum of some 2,000 trials), even the discriminable stimuli may have involved early rule use,
although this escaped detection because the analysis only considered final performance. Second,
in Rouder and Ratcliff (2004) experiments, all stimuli were unidimensional and the use of rules
thus did not permit reduction of dimensionality. This stands in contrast to the two-dimensional
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spaces used by Erickson and Kruschke (1998, 2002) whose effective dimensionality could be
reduced by placing a boundary orthogonal to one of the dimensions, thus permitting rapid error
reduction. It follows that if rules are easy to implement (e.g., when the rule boundary is
orthogonal to a stimulus dimension or if the objects classified by the rule share a common
property; Pothos, 2005) and substantially reduce error, their use may persist irrespective of
stimulus discriminability and irrespective of further training, thus apparently linking rules to
“simple” tasks. Conversely, if rules cannot substantially and immediately reduce error, as in the
unidimensional tasks used by Rouder and Ratcliff (2004), or if the rules are complex, as in the
Type IV-VI category problem of Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins (1961), the incentive persists to
create an exemplar representation with additional training. Not surprisingly, this option is
facilitated by better stimulus discriminability, thus linking rule use in Rouder and Ratcliff’s task
with “complexity.”
We argue that the present experiments present an instance in which (partitioned) rules
permit rapid error reduction, similar to the studies by Erickson and Kruschke (e.g., 2002). This
argument is supported by an analysis of complexity provided by Feldman (2006; see also 2000,
2003a, 2003b). The unpartitioned category space in the present experiments entails considerable
complexity because the values of one stimulus dimension (i.e., context) constrain the values of
the other dimension. Inter-dimensional constraints of this type have been formally identified as
sources of complexity (Feldman, 2006). In the extreme case, when all of the dimensional values
are constrained by the other dimensional values, a concept cannot be learned by a simple rule but
is isomorphic to a set of individual exemplars (i.e., Shepard et al’s, 1961, Type VI problem).
Conversely, when the values of other dimensions are irrelevant to classification based on a given
dimension, as in Shepard’s Type I problem, complexity is minimal (Feldman, 2006). Partitioning
reduces the complexity of the rules needed to summarize the categories by removing the
constraints placed on the relevant dimension; that is, when the category space is partitioned by
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context, all stimuli within each context are unidimensional and can be summarized by a simple
rule. Furthermore, partitioning obviates the need to develop exemplar representations as per our
argument above. In consequence, neither the number of stimuli nor their discriminability affects
the prevalence of knowledge partitioning. This argument can be buttressed by considering related
findings concerning relational similarity.
Goldstone, Medin, and Gentner (1991) provided a demonstration of people’s ability to
engage in relational processing of multiple features. Participants were asked to judge whether a
target (T) resembled one or the other comparison stimulus (A or B) more. For example, when the
target consisted of the three features “✧”, and the comparison stimuli were “” (A) and
“” (B), people judged the target to be more similar to B, although B—unlike A—shared
none of its features with T. Instead, people chose B on the basis of its relational similarity (two
identical features bracketing a different feature). Relational similarity has been identified as being
more important than simple feature overlap if it helps identify smaller objects sets, thus
simplifying the representation (see e.g., Tennenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). Likewise, in our
experiments, context identified two subsets of stimuli, in each of which the mapping between the
ordinality of shading (or numerosity) and the target probabilities was consistent. Thus,
partitioning permitted people to exploit the relational similarity among instances within each
context.
The preceding analyses of rule-use and simplicity may explain why people of differing
ability form different representational solutions to the same problem. The analyses are consonant
with the idea that an exemplar representation is only available if one’s ability or working memory
span can handle the increased complexity. By contrast, a rule-based or heuristic approach offers
an equally valid solution (in terms of the task presented during training) without the constraints
added by increasing complexity and is thus utilized more often by persons with lower ability.
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Towards a Mixture-Of-Experts Model of Probabilistic Categorization
Given that neither an exemplar model nor a rule-based approach could, on its own,
explain both types of behavior observed in the present studies, a “mixture-of-experts” approach
(e.g., Erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Jacobs, Jordan, Nowlan, & Hinton, 1991) constitutes an
obvious avenue for further exploration. Erickson and Kruschke (1998) presented a mixture-ofexperts model for category learning, ATRIUM, which combined an exemplar module—
instantiated by the ALCOVE architecture that also underlies RASHNL—with one or more rule
modules. A rule in ATRIUM consists of a sigmoid boundary that divides a stimulus dimension.
Hence, as in GRT, stimuli close to the boundary will be assigned to either category with nearly
equal probability, whereas stimuli that are increasingly distant from the boundary will be assigned
to the appropriate category with increasing probability. (The rules in ATRIUM are arguably
isomorphic to those in GRT, the primary difference being that the functionality of the perceptual
noise in GRT is replaced by the sigmoid shape of the boundary in ATRIUM.) Crucially, unlike
GRT, the rules in ATRIUM are learned and thus unequivocally encompass only the information
available during training.
ATRIUM has been successfully applied to numerous phenomena, including knowledge
partitioning in deterministic categorization (Yang & Lewandowsky, 2004). Given that separate
approximations of its constituent modules (i.e., RASHNL and GRT) were successfully applied to
the present data, it may appear plausible to expect ATRIUM also to account for our observed
knowledge partitioning. However, because the learning mechanisms in ATRIUM are based on
those in ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), which, as noted earlier, is extremely sensitive to changes in
reinforcement schedule (Lewandowsky, 1995), ATRIUM may encounter similar difficulties.
We conclude that a mixture-of-experts model for our results would need to combine an
exemplar module with multiple rule modules, all of which must be capable of learning under
probabilistic reinforcement (perhaps by including an attenuation of learning rates, similar to
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RASHNL). To date, no such mixture-of-experts approach exists. We propose that future
modeling should build on ATRIUM and related precedents in function learning (POLE; Kalish et
al., 2004).
CONCLUSION
Probabilistic categorization differs from deterministic categorization in a number of
important respects (e.g., error is unavoidable in probabilistic tasks, learning rates are decreased
when probabilistic reinforcement is introduced, and probabilistic reinforcement tends to disrupt
the transfer of rules to new stimuli); despite these differences we consistently found that some
people partitioned the probabilistic learning task whereas others did not. Those two modes of
responding mirrored those found in deterministic categorization. Computational modeling
confirmed that when people partitioned, their performance was best captured by a rule-based
model, whereas when people did not partition, their performance was best captured by an
exemplar model. The current experiments, thus, provide further insight into when people use
rules and when people use exemplar and, consistent with our finding that rule-use and knowledge
partitioning are negatively correlated with intelligence, postulate the reduction of complexity as a
determining factor.
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Footnotes
1

The other notable response pattern is known as “maximizing” and involves

deterministically responding with the outcome that has the higher probability. Thus, when
maximizing, people always choose the outcome whose actual probability exceeds .5 and never
the outcome whose probability is below .5. Unlike probability matching, maximizing optimizes
performance to the extent possible. In tasks in which feedback immediately follows responding,
probability matching is known to be more prevalent than maximizing (Erev & Barron, 2005).
2

Because a fair number of participants failed to be assigned to either of the groups of

interest (CI and KP) by the k-means analysis, thus eliminating data from consideration, we also
conducted an analysis that forced all participants into either the CI or KP groups (see e.g., Yang
& Lewandowsky, 2003, 2004). This analysis, which used the data from all participants, replicated
90% of all statistical effects reported for the two experiments on the basis of k-means clustering.
It follows that none of our conclusions are altered if all participants are included in all analyses.
Because modeling is facilitated by focusing on participants who most clearly differ from chance
(and thus are most likely to differentiate between models), we only report the data based on the kmeans analysis.
3

The GRT can also be instantiated with two quadratic boundaries dividing the two-

dimensional (Context × Shading) category space. However, each of these boundaries requires five
free-parameters and fitting the model to the training data alone resulted in boundaries that were
essentially linear in form. Fitting the model to the transfer data implies that all stimuli, including
those not seen at training, jointly determine placement of the boundary. We consider this to be
psychologically questionable because it implies that people rely on either precognition or the
extremely small, but arguably non-zero, probability that a quadratic boundary placed to
accommodate the training ensemble will settle on exactly those parameter values that yield KP at
transfer; hence, we restrict our presentation of the GRT to the linear versions.
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4

The log-likelihoods in the present case involve a probability density and can therefore

exceed unity. In consequence, the AICc’s which are negated in Equation (11) can be negative.
5

Allowing the exponent, P, to fall below one in Equation (3) allows the GCM to exhibit

the upturn for the extrapolation items. To date, psychological plausibility has only been
ascertained for values of P of 1 or 2 (Shepard, 1987) which map, respectively, to an exponential
or a Gaussian generalization gradient. However, as P approaches zero, the continuous distance
between two stimuli is transformed into a quasi-binary step function, with old items eliciting a
non-zero similarity whereas all new items are considered to be equally (and virtually completely)
dissimilar. This step function turns out to be related to the binary multiplicative similarity rule of
the original context model (Medin & Schaffer, 1978). Substituting the multiplicative similarity
function into the GCM and assuming only two levels of similarity, either matched or mismatched
(with a high penalty for a mismatching dimension, mismatch parameter, s < .01), did allow the
GCM to exhibit the upturn for the novel items, but at the cost of a reduced fit to the trained items
for both the observed response probabilities (RMSD = 0.14).
6

The GCM’s failure to extrapolate was not caused by “forcing” the GCM to attend to an

irrelevant dimension. An experiment (not reported in detail here) using a single, linearly
increasing monochrome shading dimension showed that participants (N = 20) extrapolated their
responses to new transfer items outside of the training region just like the KP groups did in
Experiments 1 and 2. When applied to the data from that study, the GCM was again unable to
produce extrapolation responses outside of the region on which it had been trained. Hence, the
fundamental limitation of GCM in the present design is an inability to extrapolate, not an inability
to show forms of knowledge partitioning based on context.
7

A related function-learning exemplar model (EXAM; DeLosh et al., 1997) can show

extrapolation behavior by basing its responses on a local slope estimated from the stored
exemplars. However, this model would require modification in order to produce a discrete
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response, and, furthermore, Kalish et al. (2004) have demonstrated that EXAM is unable to
account for knowledge partitioning in function learning. Hence, we forego further discussion of
this model.
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Table 1
Stimulus structure used in all experiments
Experiment 1
Stimulus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Shadinga

0%

10 %

20 %

30 %

45 %

55 %

70 %

80 %

90 %

100 %

Context

-

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

-

P(A)

Tc

.2

.4

.6

.8

.8

.6

.4

.2

T

Experiment 2
Stimulus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Numerosityb

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Context

-

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

-

P(A)

T

.2

.4

.6

.8

.8

.6

.4

.2

T

a

Shading refers to the color of the circles used as stimuli, where 0% would be a completely unshaded circle

(border only) and 100% would be a completely filled circle.
b

Numerosity refers to the number of circles presented.

c

Stimulus dimension values which are only shown at transfer are marked T.
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Table 2
Average performance measures for the final two training blocks from all experiments
RMSD

PM Score

Consistency

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

N

0.36

0.08

0.00

0.12

0.49

0.44

19

CI Group

0.38

0.07

-0.05

0.07

0.42

0.51

7

KP Group

0.40

0.06

-0.05

0.13

0.58

0.37

6

0.31

0.10

0.07

0.12

0.51

0.42

36

CI Group

0.36

0.09

0.01

0.12

0.56

0.33

11

KP Group

0.29

0.09

0.04

0.13

0.38

0.48

10

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Legend: RMSD, Root mean squared deviation; PM Score, Probability Matching Score
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Table 3
Model fitsa to combined training data from Experiments 1 and 2 and fits to combined transfer data using parameters estimated from the fit to the training data.
AICc (wiAIC)
Training Data
Model

RMSD

Smooth Transfer

Raw Transfer

Training Data Smooth Transfer

CI

KP

CI

KP

Raw Transfer

CI

KP

CI

KP

GCM

-38.72 (0.00)

-93.45 (1.00)

-38.59 (0.00)

-80.68 (1.00)

-35.09 (0.00)

0.04

0.08

0.32

0.11

0.34

RASHNL

-164.97 (0.00)

-57.58 (0.00)

-21.52 (0.00)

-47.51 (0.00)

-18.10 (0.00)

0.10

0.11

0.28

0.15

0.31

GRT-integrated

-181.19 (1.00)

-55.25 (0.00)

-13.60 (0.00)

-45.67 (0.00)

-10.53 (0.00)

0.04

0.12

0.34

0.15

0.37

GRT-partitioned

-39.95 (0.00)

-31.28 (0.00)

-63.43 (1.00)

-29.01 (0.00)

-57.85 (1.00)

0.04

0.38

0.17

0.40

0.20

0.19

0.21

0.31

0.25

0.29

Chance Performance

Legend: AICc, Akaike's Information Criterion corrected for finite samples; wiAIC, Akaike Weights; RMSD, Root mean squared deviation
a

Minimum AICc among competing models for each group and data set are bold-faced
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Table 4
Model fitsa for combined transfer data from Experiments 1 and 2
AICc (wiAIC)

RMSD

Smooth Transfer
Model

Raw Transfer

Smooth Transfer Raw Transfer

CI

KP

CI

KP

CI

KP

CI

KP

-101.18 (1.00)

-78.32 (0.01)

-81.96 (1.00)

-69.11 (0.01)

0.07

0.12

0.11

0.15

RASHNL

-70.39(0.00)

-66.45 (0.00)

-56.89 (0.00)

-51.86 (0.00)

0.08

0.09

0.12

0.13

GRT-integrated

-66.99 (0.00)

-

-51.61 (0.00)

-

0.09

-

0.13

-

GRT-partitioned

-

-101.11 (0.99)

-

-78.37 (0.99)

-

0.07

-

0.12

GCM

Legend: AICc, Akaike's Information Criterion corrected for finite samples; wiAIC, Akaike Weights; RMSD, Root mean squared deviation
a

Minimum AICc among competing models for each group and data set are bold-faced
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Figure Captions
Figure 1.

Mean proportion of category A responses (with standard error bars) averaged
across participants in the final two training blocks for Experiment 1 and 2.

Figure 2.

Mean proportion of category A responses (with standard error bars) averaged
across participants in the transfer phase of Experiment 1 for the A) CI (N = 7)
and B) KP (N = 6) groups.

Figure 3.

Mean proportion of category A responses (with standard error bars) averaged
across participants in the transfer phase of Experiment 2 for the A) CI (N =
11) and B) KP (N = 10) groups.

Figure 4.

Model predictions for transfer stimuli, using parameter values estimated by
fitting the combined training data of Experiments 1 and 2. Panel (A) shows
predictions for the GCM (c = 15.21, γ = 0.79, wk = 0.00011); Panel (B) for
RASHNL (c = 0.69, Γ = 0.96, Λ = 0.26, λA = 0.02, λG = 0.77, φ = 0.96, εd =
1.00, ρ = 0.00000012); Panel (C) for the integrated GRT with two linear
decision bounds (Boundary 1: –0.01x – 0.45y + 1.97, Boundary 2: 0.01x +
0.05y – 0.36, σ2ctxt = 0.37, σ2d = 4.85); and Panel (D) for the partitioned GRT
with two linear boundaries (β1 = 3.36, β2 = 7.45, σ2d = 1.88). Note that the
variables x and y refer to the values of context and shading, respectively, for
all GRT fits. See text for explanation of model parameters.

Figure 5.

GCM fits to the combined smooth transfer data from Experiments 1 and 2 for
(A) the CI group (c = 0.66, γ = 3.00, wk = 0.25) and (B) the KP group (c =
33.60, γ = 100.00, wk = 0.9996). Panels C and D show the parameters
estimates across 500 independent parameter-estimation runs with different
starting values for the CI and KP groups, respectively.

Figure 6.

RASHNL fits to the combined smooth transfer data from Experiments 1 and
2 for (A) the CI group (c = 2.80, P = 0.71, Λ = 0.00, λA = 0.00032, λG = 0.00,

φ = 100, εd = 0.94, ρ = 0.0000015) and (B) the KP group (c = 92.59, Γ =
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6.56, Λ = 0.00, λA = 0.04, λG = 1.31, φ = 100, εd = 0.0023, ρ = 0.00). The
RASHNL predictions have been aggregated over 25 different random
sequences of training items. Panels C and D show the 25 individual
predictions for each training sequence for the CI and KP groups, respectively.
Figure 7.

Panel A shows the integrated GRT with two linear decision boundaries fit to
the combined smoothed transfer data from Experiments 1 and 2 for the CI
group (Boundary 1: 0.00x – 0.24y + 0.93, Boundary 2: -0.03x + 0.41y – 2.58,
σ2ctxt = 0.09, σ2d = 6.04). Note that x and y refer to the values of context and
shading respectively. Panel B shows the partitioned GRT with two linear
decision boundaries fit to the combined smoothed transfer data from
Experiments 1 and 2 for the KP group (β1 = 3.64, β2 = 5.85, σ2d = 2.07). Panel
C is the two-dimensional contour plot of the category space showing the
predicted category boundaries for the CI groups. Panel D shows two
partitioned unidimensional category spaces each with a single linear
boundary.
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